
 2022 Summer Reading 
Recommendations

This is a list of suggested, not required, titles for middle school students. We request that you read at least
two books this summer to support the growth of your skills. 

Reading expands your mind and takes you on adventures you might not otherwise experience. It can be a
window to help you gain new ideas and learn about others, or a mirror to help you understand yourself and
your experiences. As always, if a book doesn't feel "just right" for you, return it and find another. 

What happens to my reading skills if I don't read in the summer? 
When you read books on topics of interest or in genres you enjoy, you naturally tend to read more. Reading
during the summer decreases "summer reading loss", which is when your reading abilities decline. 

Reading more often helps you become a better reader! Keep reading! 

Click on a book cover to hyperlink to Sora, Overdrive’s ebook and audiobook platform for schools. Students
can use this website/app to check out free ebooks and audiobooks on computers, tablets, and smartphones.
Information on how to use this website/app can be found on TCMS Library’s Summer Reading webpage (see
below).

Are there other resources for summer learning?
TCMS Library's Summer Reading webpage has information about
podcasts and other ebook and audiobook resources. 
 (https://libguides.monroe.edu/TCMSSummerReading) 

Brighton Memorial Library's events page provides more
information about summer programming at the public library.
(https://www.brightonlibrary.org/events) 

Katie Lambert, TCMS Library Media Specialist
Deena Viviani, BML Programming, Circulation, and Young Adult Services Librarian 
Caitlyn Stahovic-Barnes, BML Children’s Librarian

Curated by:

Is this a "required reading" list? 

Can I get these books in ebook or audiobook format?

https://libguides.monroe.edu/TCMSSummerReading
https://www.brightonlibrary.org/events
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The Turnover, by Mike Lupica
When a young basketball star decides to research his
grandfather--and coach--for a school project, he
uncovers a decades-old scandal that changes
everything he thought he knew about his grandfather.
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The Comeback, by E.L. Shen
Twelve-year-old Maxine Chen dreams of being a figure skating champion,
but a remarkably talented new girl at the arena and a racist classmate at
school test her resolve.

 

Concealed, by Christina Diaz Gonzalez
Katrina and her parents are part of the Witness
Protection Program.  Every new discovery reveals that
Katrina's entire life has been built around secrets
covered up with lies.

 

Becoming Muhammad Ali, by James Patterson and Kwame Alexander
A biographical novel tells the story of Cassius Clay, the determined boy who
would one day become Muhammad Ali, one of the greatest boxers of all
time.

The Canyon's Edge, by Dusti Bowling
A year after the death of her mother in a restaurant shooting, Nora is
left struggling to stay alive when a climbing trip with her father goes
terribly wrong.

 

Fast Pitch, by Nic Stone
Shenice Lockwood, captain of the Fulton Firebirds, is
hyper-focused when she steps up to the plate, but
life has thrown some curveballs her way.

Squirm, by Carl Hiaasen
Billy Dickens discovers that his mysterious father lives in Montana, so this
summer Billy will fly across the country, hike a mountain, float a river, dodge a
grizzly bear, shoot down a spy drone, and save his father.

96 Miles, by J.L. Esplin
During a massive blackout in rural Nevada, two brothers struggle to cross
the desert for help without their self-reliance-obsessed father or enough
water.

 

https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-becoming%20muhammad%20ali%20patterson/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-the%20comeback%20shen/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-the%20canyon's%20edge%20bowling/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-squirm%20hiaasen/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-fast%20pitch/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-concealed%20gonzalez/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-turnover%20lupica/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-96%20miles/subject-/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1


Click on book cover to link to Sora ebook
and audiobook, if available. 

Star-Crossed, by Barbara Dee
When Mattie is cast as Romeo in an eighth-grade play, she is confused
to find herself increasingly attracted to Gemma, a new classmate who is
playing Juliet.

 

Crush, by Svetlana Chmakova
Jorge seems to have it all together. He's big enough that nobody really
messes with him, but he's also a genuinely sweet guy with a solid, reliable
group of friends. The only time he ever really feels off his game is when he
crosses paths with a certain girl.
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Keep It Together, Keiko Carter, by Debbi Michiko Florence
Keiko, Audrey, and Jenna have always been best friends, and Keiko
desperately wants it to stay that way, but now they are starting seventh
grade, and everything seems to be changing.

 

Loving vs. Virginia : a documentary novel of the landmark civil
rights case, by Patricia Hruby Powell
Written in blank verse, the story of Mildred Loving, an African American girl,
and Richard Loving, a Caucasian boy, who challenge the Virginia law
forbidding interracial marriages in the 1950s.

Snapdragon, by Kat Leyh
Snap's town has a witch. At least, that's the rumor. In reality, Jacks is just a
Crocs-wearing, internet-savvy old lady who sells the skeletons of roadkill
online. It's creepy, sure, but Snap thinks it's kind of cool, too. Snap needs a
favor from this old woman, though, so she begins helping Jacks with her
strange work. Snap gets to know her and realizes that Jacks may in fact
have real magic--and an unlikely connection to Snap's family's past.

Danny Constantino's First (and Maybe
Last?) Date,
 by Paul Acampora
Between going to the middle school dance
with his celebrity crush and watching his
mom campaign to be the next town
mayor, Danny has a lot to learn about life
in the spotlight.

 

https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-keep%20it%20together%2C%20keiko%20carter/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-crush%20chmakova/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-loving%20vs%20virginia%20powell/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-danny%20constantino's%20first/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-star-crossed%20dee/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-snapdragon%20leyh/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://www.titlewave.com/search?author_search=Debbi+Michiko+Florence
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How to Find What You're Not Looking For, 
by Veera Hiranandani
Middle schooler Ariel Goldberg must find her own voice and define her own
beliefs after her big sister elopes with a young man from India following the
Supreme Court decision that strikes down laws banning interracial marriage.

 

Starfish, by Lisa Fipps
Bullied and shamed her whole life for being fat, twelve-year-old Ellie finally
gains the confidence to stand up for herself, with the help of some wonderful
new allies.

Genesis Begins Again, by Alicia D. Williams
Thirteen-year-old Genesis tries again and again to lighten her black skin,
thinking it is the root of her family's troubles, before discovering reasons to
love herself as is.

King and the Dragonflies, by Kacen Callender
In a small but turbulent Louisiana town, one boy's grief takes him beyond the
bayous of his backyard, to learn that there is no right way to be yourself.

 

As Trent Zimmerman struggles to move past a traumatic event that took
place several months earlier, he befriends class outcast Fallon Little, who
helps him understand that he can move on.

 

Lost in the Sun, by Lisa Graff

Linked, by Gordon Korman
When swastikas begin appearing all over town, Link,
Michael, and Dana, the only Jewish girl in town,
must face crimes both past and present to find the
truth.

Too Bright to See, by Kyle Lukoff
In the summer before middle school, eleven-year-old
Bug must contend with best friend Moira suddenly
caring about clothes, makeup, and boys; a ghost
haunting; and the truth about Bug's gender identity.

 
The Shape of Thunder, by Jasmine Warga
Estranged from the best friend whose brother killed
her sister in a school shooting, a grieving Cora
receives a message on her twelfth birthday from her
friend, asking for her help with creating a time portal
to prevent the tragedy.

https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-king%20and%20the%20dragonflies/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-how%20to%20find%20what%20you're%20not%20looking%20for/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-starfish%20fipps/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-Genesis%20begins%20again/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-lost%20in%20the%20sun/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-linked%20korman/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-too%20bright%20to%20see/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-the%20shape%20of%20thunder/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
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When Winter Robeson Came, by Brenda A. Woods
In August 1965, twelve-year-old Eden's older cousin from Mississippi comes to visit
her in Los Angeles, and while the Watts Riots erupt around them, they continue their
investigation of the disappearance of Winter's father ten years ago.

Peacemaker, by Joseph Bruchac
A twelve-year-old Iroquois boy rethinks his calling
after witnessing the arrival of a mystical figure with 
a message of peace in this historical novel based 
on the creation of the Iroquois Confederacy.

The Night Diary, by Veera Hirandani
Shy twelve-year-old Nisha, forced to flee her home with her Hindu family
during the 1947 partition of India, tries to find her voice and make sense of the
world falling apart around her by writing to her deceased Muslim mother in
the pages of her diary.

Cuba in My Pocket, by Adriana Cuevas

In 1961 Cuba, with the threat of military service
for children looming, twelve-year-old Cumba's
parents send him to Miami, where he lives with a
new family and misses his homeland.

This Light Between Us, by Andrew Fukuda
In 1935, ten-year-old Alex Maki of Bainbridge Island, Washington, is horrified to
discover that his new pen pal, Charlie Levy of Paris, France, is a girl. In spite of his
initial reluctance, their letters continue over the years and they fight for their
friendship even as Charlie endures the Nazi occupation and Alex leaves his family in
an internment camp and joins the Army.

When the Berlin Wall went up, Gerta, her mother, and her brother Fritz
were trapped on the eastern side where they were living, while her
father, and her other brother Dominic were in the West. Four years
later, now twelve, Gerta sees her father on a viewing platform on
 the western side and realizes he wants her to risk her life 
trying to tunnel to freedom.

 

A Night Divided, by Jennifer Nielsen

Show Me a Sign, by Anne Clare LeZolle

It is 1805 and Mary Lambert has always felt safe among the deaf community of
Chilmark on Martha's Vineyard where practically everyone communicates in a
shared sign language, but recent events have shattered her life.

Everything Sad is Untrue, by Daniel Nayeri
Daniel expertly weaves together tales of his family from ancient Persia, stories of
his young life in Iran, and his current life as “the weird kid” in rural Oklahoma.

https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-peacemaker%20bruchac/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-the%20night%20diary%20hiranandani/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-when%20winter%20robeson/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-cuba%20in%20my%20pocket/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-this%20light%20between%20us%20fukuda/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-a%20night%20divided%20nielsen/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-show%20me%20a%20sign/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-everything%20sad%20is%20untrue/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
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The First Rule of Punk, by Celia C. Perez
Twelve-year-old María Luisa O'Neill-Morales (who really prefers to be called
Malú) reluctantly moves with her Mexican-American mother to Chicago and
starts seventh grade with a bang--violating the dress code with her punk
rock aesthetic and spurning the middle school's most popular girl in favor of
starting a band with a group of like-minded weirdos.

 

Apple in the Middle, by Dawn Quigley
Bouncing in the middle of two cultures, Apple meets her Native American
relatives, shatters Native American stereotypes, and learns what it means to
find her place in a world divided by color.

A-Okay, by Jared Greene
When Jay starts eighth grade with a few pimples he doesn't think much of it.
But when his acne goes from bad to worse, Jay's prescribed a powerful
medication that comes with some serious side effects. Meanwhile, school
isn't going exactly as planned.

 

Barakah Beats, by Maleeha Siddiqui
It's Nimra Sharif's first time going to public
school. Nimra's nervous, but as long as she
has her best friend, Jenna, by her side, she
figures she can take on just about
anything. Unfortunately, middle school is
hard.

 

The Boys In the Back Row, 
by Mike Jung
In this unabashed ode to male friendship, Matt
and Eric are planning one big final adventure
filled with hilarious hijinks and geekiness galore
before Eric moves away.

https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-the%20first%20rule%20of%20punk/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-apple%20in%20the%20middle%20quigley/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-a%20okay%20greene/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-The%20Boys%20in%20the%20Back%20row/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-barakah%20beats/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1


Click on book cover to link to Sora ebook
and audiobook, if available. 

The Only Black Girls in Town, by Brandy Colbert
In a predominately white California beach town, the only two black seventh-
graders, Alberta and Edie, find hidden journals that uncover family secrets
and speak to race relations in the past.

Save Me a Seat, by Sarah Weeks
Ravi has just moved to the United States from India and has always been at
the top of his class; Joe has lived in the same town his whole life and has
learning problems--but when their lives intersect in the first week of fifth
grade they are brought together by a common enemy (the biggest bully in
their class) and the need to take control of their lives.
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Other Words for Home, by Jasmine Warga
Sent with her mother to the safety of a relative's home in Cincinnati when her
Syrian hometown is overshadowed by violence, Jude worries for the family
members who were left behind as she adjusts to a new life with unexpected
surprises.

 

On Thin Ice, by Michael Northrop
The way Ked sees it his life has been stolen from him, piece by piece; first by a
spinal abnormality which has made him a social outcast at school and a target
for the school bully, by his friends who have recently abandoned him, by his
mother who left for the West Coast taking the insurance money which might
have saved him, and by his father who is a gambling addict who has lost the
rent money--but Ked  intends to build his life back in the school's Maker Space.

Omar Rising, by Aisha Saeed
Omar must contend with being treated like a
second-class citizen when he gets a scholarship
to an elite boarding school.

https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-the%20only%20black%20girls%20in%20town%20colbert/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-save%20me%20a%20seat%20weeks/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-other%20words%20for%20home%20warga/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-on%20thin%20ice%20northrop/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-omar%20rising/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
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The Mysterious Disappearance of Aidan S (as told to his
brother), by David Levithan
Aidan disappeared for six days. Six agonizing days of searches and police
and questions and constant vigils. Then, just as suddenly as he vanished,
Aidan reappears. Where has he been? The story he tells is simply. . .
impossible. But it's the story Aidan is sticking to.

City Spies, by James Ponti
Sara Martinez is facing years in the juvenile detention system for hacking
into the foster care computer system to prove that her foster parents are
crooks. But then she gets a second chance when a mysterious man offers
her a chance to join a group of MI6 affiliated spies.

Absolutely Truly, by Heather Vogel Frederick
Twelve-year-old Truly Lovejoy's family moves to a small town to take
over a bookstore. Soon, she has to solve two mysteries involving a
missing book and an undelivered letter.

The Inheritance Games, by Jennifer Barnes
When a Connecticut teenager inherits vast wealth and an eccentric estate
from the richest man in Texas, she must also live with his surviving family
and solve a series of puzzles to discover how she earned her inheritance.

The Girl In the White Van, by April Henry
Sixteen-year-old Savannah Taylor is abducted after
her kung fu class and must figure out how to escape
and rescue fellow prisoner Jenny Dowd.

https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-the%20mysterious%20disappearance%20of%20aidan%20s/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-the%20inheritance%20games%20barnes/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-city%20spies%20james%20ponti/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-the%20girl%20in%20the%20white%20van%20henry/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-omar%20rising/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1


Click on book cover to link to Sora ebook
and audiobook, if available. 
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The Harlem Charade, by Natasha Tarpley
Seventh-graders Jin, Alexandra, and Elvin come from very different
backgrounds and circumstances, but they all live in Harlem. When Elvin's
grandfather is attacked they band together to find out who is responsible.

The rain hasn't stopped for a week, and the twelve guests of the Blue
Vein Tavern are trapped by flooded roads and the rising Skidwrack
River. To pass the time, they begin to tell stories--each a different type
of folklore--that eventually reveal more about their own secrets than
they intended. 

 

OCDaniel, by Wesley King
A thirteen-year-old boy's life revolves around hiding his obsessive
compulsive disorder until a girl at school, who is unkindly nicknamed Psycho
Sara, notices him for the first time and he gets a mysterious note that
changes everything.

Framed, by James Ponti
In Washington, D.C., twelve-year-old Florian Bates, a consulting detective for
the FBI, and his best friend Margaret help thwart the biggest art heist in
United States history.

 

The Raconteur's Commonplace Book by Phineas Amalgam, 
by Kate Milford

It Wasn't Me, by Dana Levy
When Theo's photography project is vandalized, the five
students nearby all claim it was not them, so Theo's
favorite teacher suggests they all spend vacation week
together and get to the truth.

 

https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-framed%20james%20ponti/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-ocdaniel/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-the%20raconteur's%20commonplace/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-the%20harlem%20charade/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-it%20wasn't%20me%20dana%20levy/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
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L Hoodoo, by Ronald Smith
In 1930s Alabama, twelve-year-old Hoodoo Hatcher is the only member of
his family who seems unable to practice folk magic, but when a mysterious
man called the Stranger puts the entire town at risk from his black magic,
Hoodoo must learn to conjure to defeat him.

What Lives in the Woods, by Lindsay Currie
Ginny is unhappy when her family moves from Chicago to Woodmoor, an
old house full of rumors. Ginny, an aspiring mystery writer, is soon half
convinced that the rumors are true, because something or someone is
haunting the house--and she plans to investigate, with the help of Will, the
older boy who lives nearby.

 

Thornhill, by Pam Smy
Parallel stories set in different times, one told in
prose and one in pictures, converge as a girl
unravels the mystery of the abandoned Thornhill
Institute next door.

Hide and Seeker, by Daka Hermon
Something is wrong with twelve-year-old Zee, who has returned after a year's
absence. Nobody knows where he was or what happened to him, but now he
is playing an odd game of hide-and-seek and talking wildly about some danger
that is approaching. Soon his friends are pulled into a shadowy world and
must confront their worst nightmares in order to find their way home.

Nightbooks, by J.A. White
A boy is imprisoned by a witch and must tell her a new
scary story each night to stay alive.

 

The Sleepover, by Michael Regina
Matt's friends plan a fun sleepover to try and cheer him up after he falls into
a deep grief over the death of his nanny, but the sleepover quickly takes a
turn when they realize the family's new nanny may be an actual monster.

https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-hoodoo%20smith/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-hide%20and%20seeker%20hermon/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-thornhill%20smy/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-what%20lives%20in%20the%20woods/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-nightbooks%20white/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1
https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-the%20sleepover%20regina/libraries-754,310089,320723,221,37/page-1


Click on book cover to link to Sora ebook
and audiobook, if available. 

Shuri, by Nic Stone
Shuri sets out on a quest to save her homeland of Wakanda.

The Last Cuentista, by Donna Barba Higuera
Petra's world is ending and only a few hundred scientists and their children -
among them Petra and her family - have been chosen to journey to a new planet
to carry on the human race. Hundreds of years later, Petra wakes and discovers
that she is the only person who remembers Earth and a sinister Collective has
taken over the ship during its journey.

 

Bloom, by Kenneth Oppel
The invasion begins--but not as you'd expect. It begins with rain. Rain that
carries seeds. Seeds that sprout--overnight, everywhere. These new plants
take over crop fields, twine up houses, and burrow below streets. They
bloom--and release toxic pollens. They bloom--everywhere, unstoppable. Or
are they? 
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Stowaway, by John David Anderson
To save his father, a Coalition scientist protecting a precious resource, after
their ship is attacked, Leo stows away on a strange ship of mercenary
space pirates and must decide who to trust- human or alien-to stay alive.
.

Cog, by Greg van Eekhout
After an accident leaves him damaged and
separated from his scientist caregiver, a young
android recruits four robot accomplices and
embarks on a cross-country road trip to reunite
with her.

https://soraapp.com/library/monroebocesny/search/query-bloom%20oppel/libraries-754,310089,221,37/page-1
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The Total Eclipse of Nestor Lopez, by Adrianna Cuevas

A Cuban-American boy must use his ability to communicate with animals to save the
inhabitants of his town when they are threatened by a witch that transforms into
animals.

A Wish in the Dark, by Christina Soontornvat
All light in Chattana is created by one man--the Governor, who appeared after the
Great Fire to bring peace and order to the city. For Pong, who was born in Namwon
Prison, the magical lights represent freedom, but when Pong escapes from prison he
realizes that the world outside is no fairer than the one behind bars. 

The Novice, by Taran Matharu
When blacksmith apprentice Fletcher discovers that he has the ability to summon
demons from another world, he travels to Adept Military Academy where must
decide where his loyalties lie. The fate of an empire is in his hands.

Maya and the Rising Dark, by Rena Barron
A twelve-year-old girl discovers her father is the keeper of the gateway between our
world and The Dark, and when he goes missing she'll need to unlock her own powers
and fight a horde of spooky creatures set on starting a war.

The exiled Princess Shiori must unravel the curse that
turned her six brothers into cranes, and she is assisted
by her spurned betrothed, a capricious dragon, and a
paper bird brought to life by her own magic.

Six Crimson Cranes by Elizabeth Lim

The Lie Tree, by Frances Hardinge
On an island off the south coast of Victorian England,
fourteen-year-old Faith investigates the mysterious
death of her father, who was involved in a scandal, and
discovers a tree that feeds upon lies and gives those
who eat its fruit visions of truth.

Seraphina, by Rachel Hartman
In a world where dragons and humans coexist in an uneasy truce and
dragons can assume human form, Seraphina, whose mother died giving birth
to her, grapples with her own identity amid magical secrets and royal
scandals, while she struggles to accept and develop her extraordinary musical
talents.

Miles Morales Shock Waves: a Spider-Man graphic
novel, by Justin Reynolds
Miles Morales is a normal kid who happens to juggle
school at Brooklyn Visions Academy while swinging
through the streets of Brooklyn as Spider-Man.
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An adaptation of the biography of
September 11 hero Welles Crowther that
traces his faith-based outlook on life,
position as a volunteer in his local fire
department, and desire to join the FDNY,
and how he sacrificed his life to save
people trapped in the South Tower.

Normal: One Kid's Extraordinary Journey,  by Magdalena M. Newman

Call Me American (adapted for young adults), by Abdi Iftin
Follows one boy's journey into young adulthood, against the backdrop of civil war
and his ultimate immigration to America in search of a better life. Abdi shares every
part of his journey, and his courageous account reminds readers that everyone
deserves the chance to build a brighter future for themselves.

 

The Red Bandanna, by Tom Rinaldi

The Genius Under the Table: growing up behind the Iron Curtain, 
by Eugene Yelchin

Bee Fearless Dream Like a Kid, by Mikaila Ulmer
A business memoir from fifteen year-old lemonade entrepreneur and one of TIME
Magazine's Top 30 Most Influential Teens, Mikaila Ulmer, and her advice for life and
business.  Mikaila shares her personal journey and special brand of mindful
entrepreneurship and offers helpful tips and guidance for young readers interested
in pursuing their own ventures, instilling in them the bee-lief that they can bee
fearless and achieve their dreams too.

Drama, family secrets, and a KGB spy in his own kitchen! How will Yevgeny ever
fulfill his parents’ dream that he become a national hero when he doesn’t even
have his own room?  In the tiny apartment he shares with his Baryshnikov-
obsessed mother, poetry-loving father, continually outraged grandmother, and
talented brother, all Yevgeny has is his little pencil, the underside of a massive
table, and the doodles that could change everything.

Nathaniel Newman and his mother, Magda, tell the story of his growing up with
Treacher Collins Syndrome (the same craniofacial syndrome as the boy from
'Wonder'), from facing sixty-seven surgeries before the age of fifteen, to making
friends, moving across the country, and persevering through hardships. 
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Fossil Hunter: how Mary Anning changed the
science of prehistoric life, by Cheryl Blackford
Mary Anning grew up on the south coast of England
in a region rich in fossils. Poor and uneducated,
Anning would become one of the most celebrated
paleontologists ever, though in her time she
supported herself selling by fossils and received
little formal recognition. 

Proud : living my American dream, by Ibtihaj Muhammad
Ibtihaj Muhammad, an Olympic medalist in fencing and the first Muslim woman
to represent the U.S. in international competition, explores identity, her path to
the 2016 Olympics, and their intersection in this eye-opening memoir adapted
for young readers.

It's Trevor Noah : Born a Crime : stories from a South African childhood  
(adapted for young readers), by Trevor Noah
Looks at the life of South African comedian, writer, producer, political
commentator, actor, and television host, Trevor Noah.  The young readers'
adaptation utilizes South Africa's colonial and apartheid histories as background
context, offering keen insight into the diversity of South African culture.

While I Was Away, by Waka Takahashi Brown
When Waka's mother suspects her twelve-year-old daughter can't understand
basic Japanese, she makes a drastic decision to ship Waka to Tokyo to live with
her strict grandmother and reconnect with the culture and master the
language. Goodbye friends, end-of-sixth-grade parties, and fun, and goodbye
summer vacation. Plucked from her straight-A-student life in rural Kansas and
sent halfway across the globe, where her reading levels are embarrassingly low,
Waka embarks on what feels like the hardest five months of her life.
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